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Artificial Intelligence
H.R. 5515
The term ``artificial intelligence'' includes each of the following:
(1) Any artificial system that performs tasks under varying
and unpredictable circumstances without significant human
oversight, or that can learn from experience and improve 
performance when exposed to data set
(2) An artificial system developed in computer software, 
physical hardware, or other context that solves tasks requiring
human-like perception, cognition, planning, learning,
communication, or physical action
(3) An artificial system designed to think or act like a 
human, including cognitive architectures and neural networks.
(4) A set of techniques, including machine learning that is 
designed to approximate a cognitive task.
(5) An artificial system designed to act rationally, 
including an intelligent software agent or embodied robot that 
achieves goals using perception, planning, reasoning, learning, 
communicating, decision-making, and acting.



Basic Categories

• System Architecture
o Neural Networks; expert systems
• Data Processing

o Problem Solving; Reasoning; Planning
• Learning/Training

o Deep Learning; supervised v unsupervised
• AI embedded Apparatus/Method

o Smart Home/IoT; security/fraud; VPAs (personal 
assistants); smart vehicles



Application of AI Examples



ALEXA Patent Example
• 1. A computer-implemented method, comprising:
• receiving audio;
• storing, in non-transitory memory, audio data 

representing the audio;
• determining a first location in the audio data that 

includes a first amount of non-speech audio data;
• determining a wakeword at a second location in the 

audio data, the audio data including non-wakeword
speech between the first location and the second 
location;

• determining a third location in the audio data that 
includes a second amount of non-speech audio 
data, the third location being after the second 
location in the audio data; and

• selecting, for speech processing, a portion of the 
audio data starting with the first location and ending 
with the third location, the portion of the audio data 
comprising at least the non-wakeword speech.





AI Patent Statistics in 
the USPTO

Source: “Mapping the Movement of AI into 
the Marketplace with Patent Data” (2018)



Issued Patents by Class (1990-
2018)



Numbers by Filing Date 
(1990-2018)



Assignee (1990-2018)



Inventor Country (1990 – 2018)



Patent Eligibility
For AI Inventions





PTO Memo April 19, 2018
• Addresses Berkheimer case (holding: whether 

something is well-understood, routine and conventional 
to a skilled artisan is a FACTUAL determination)
o An additional element represents well-understood, routine, conventional 

activity ONLY when the examiner can READILY CONCLUDE that the 
element(s) is “widely prevalent or in use in the relevant industry”

o Must have EXPRESS SUPPORT with citation to admission, case or 
other support

o If challenged by applicant, examiner should reevaluate
• Increases likelihood that a decision by a finder of fact is 

required 
o Renders it more difficult to dismiss case and/or get summary judgement 

on 101 grounds



Most Recent Guidelines
• Revised Examination guidelines January 7, 2019, revised first step 

of examination under Alice
o Provide groupings of subject matter that are abstract

− Mathematical Concept: math relationships, math formulas, math calculations
− Certain Methods of organizing human activity: commercial/legal activity, 

marketing, managing relationships
− Mental Processes: concepts performed in human mind

o If claim does not recite subject matter that falls within one of 
these groupings, typically does not recite abstract idea



Examples

Source: U.S. Patent and Trademark Office



USPTO Example: Method for Training a Neural 
Network for Facial Detection
Background:

Facial detection is a computer technology for identifying human faces in digital images
which can be used in tagging pictures in social networking sites to security access control.
Applicant’s invention addresses the issue of the inability to robustly detect human faces in images
where there are shifts, distortions, and variations in scale and rotation of the face pattern in the
image. The first feature is the use of an expanded training set of facial images to train the neural
network. The second feature of applicant’s invention is the minimization of false positives by
performing an iterative training algorithm, in which the system is retrained with an updated
training set containing the false positives produced after face detection has been performed on a
set of non-facial images. This combination of features provides a robust face detection model that
can detect faces in distorted images while limiting the number of false positives.



Claim 1: 
A computer-implemented method of training a neural network for facial 
detection comprising: 

collecting a set of digital facial images from a database; 
applying one or more transformations to each digital facial image 

including mirroring, rotating, smoothing, or contrast reduction to create a modified 
set of digital facial images; 

creating a first training set comprising the collected set of digital facial 
images, the modified set of digital facial images, and a set of digital non-facial 
images; 

training the neural network in a first stage using the first training set;
creating a second training set for a second stage of training comprising the 

first training set and digital non-facial images that are incorrectly detected as facial 
images after the first stage of training; and 

training the neural network in a second stage using the second training set. 

Continued: Method for Training a Neural Network for Facial Detection



Step Analysis 

1: Statutory Category? Yes. The claim recites a series of steps and, therefore, is a process. 

2A - Prong 1: Judicial 
Exception Recited? 

No. The claim does not recite any of the judicial exceptions enumerated in 
the 2019 PEG. For instance, the claim does not recite any mathematical 
relationships, formulas, or calculations. While some of the limitations 
may be based on mathematical concepts, the mathematical concepts are 
not recited in the claims. Further, the claim does not recite a mental 
process because the steps are not practically performed in the human 
mind. Finally, the claim does not recite any method of organizing human 
activity such as a fundamental economic concept or managing 
interactions between people. Thus, the claim is eligible because it does 
not recite a judicial exception. 

2A - Prong 2: Integrated 
into a Practical 
Application? 

N/A. 

2B: Claim provides an 
Inventive Concept? 

N/A. 

Continued: Method for Training a Neural Network for Facial Detection



USPTO Example: Adaptive Monitoring of 
Network Traffic Data 
Background: 

Network visibility tools enable close monitoring of computer network traffic,
applications, performance, and resources. The data acquired through these network visibility tools
is extremely useful in optimizing network performance, resolving network issues, and improving
network security. One industry standard network visibility protocol is NetFlow. NetFlow records
are very large and the continual generation and export of them hinders network performance.
Moreover, continual analysis of the network is not always necessary when the network is
performing under normal conditions.

Applicant’s invention varies the amount of network data collected based on monitored
events in the network. That is, the system will only collect NetFlow protocol data and export a
NetFlow record when abnormal network conditions are detected. Periodically, the network data is
compared to a predefined quality threshold. If an abnormal condition is present, the system begins
collecting NetFlow protocol data, which can later be used for analyzing the abnormal condition
and when the abnormal condition no longer exists, NetFlow protocol data is no longer collected.



Continued: Adaptive Monitoring of Network Traffic Data 

Claim 1: 
A method for adaptive monitoring of traffic data through a network appliance
connected between computing devices in a network, the method comprising:

collecting, by the network appliance, traffic data relating to the network 
traffic passing through the network appliance, the traffic data comprising at least one 
of network delay, packet loss, or jitter; 

comparing, by the network appliance, at least one of the collected traffic
data to a predefined threshold; and

collecting additional traffic data relating to the network traffic when the 
collected traffic data is greater than the predefined threshold, the additional traffic data 
comprising Netflow protocol data.



Continued: Adaptive Monitoring of Network Traffic Data 



Claim 2: 
A method for monitoring of traffic data through a network appliance connected 
between computing devices in a network, the method comprising: 

collecting, by the network appliance, traffic data relating to the network 
traffic passing through the network appliance, the traffic data comprising at least one of 
network delay, packet loss, or jitter; and 

comparing, by the network appliance, at least one of the collected traffic 
data to a predefined threshold. 

Continued: Adaptive Monitoring of Network Traffic Data 



Continued: Adaptive Monitoring of Network Traffic Data 





USPTO Example: Method for Transmission of 
Notifications When Medical Records Are Updated 

Background: 
It is difficult for medical providers to share updated information about a patient’s

condition with other health care providers using current patient management systems. Currently,
medical providers must continually monitor a patient’s medical records for updated information,
which is often-times incomplete since records in separate locations are not timely or readily-shared
or cannot be consolidated due to format inconsistencies as well as physicians who are unaware that
other physicians are also seeing the patient for varying reasons. To solve this problem, applicant has
invented a network-based patient management method that collects, converts and consolidates
patient information from various physicians and health-care providers into a standardized format,
stores it in network-based storage devices, and generates messages notifying health care providers or
patients whenever that information is updated.



Claim 2: 
A method comprising: 

a. storing information about a patient’s condition in a plurality of network-based 
non-transitory storage devices having a collection of medical records stored 
thereon; 
b.providing access, by a content server, to users so that any one of the users can 
update the information about the patient’s condition in the collection of medical 
records, and; 
c. storing the updated information about the patient’s condition in the collection of 
medical records in the plurality of network-based non-transitory storage devices. 

Continued: Method for Transmission of Notifications When Medical Records Are Updated 



Continued: Method for Transmission of Notifications When Medical Records Are Updated 



Claim 1: 
A method comprising: 

a. storing information in a standardized format about a patient's condition in a plurality of 
network-based non-transitory storage devices having a collection of medical records stored 
thereon; 
b. providing remote access , by a content server, to users over a network so any one of the 
users can update the information about the patient’s condition in the collection of medical 
records in real time through a graphical user interface, wherein the one of the users provides 
the updated information in a non-standardized format dependent on the hardware and 
software platform used by the one of the users; 
c. converting, by a content server, the non-standardized updated information into the 
standardized format, 
d. storing the standardized updated information about the patient’s condition in the collection 
of medical records in the plurality of network-based non-transitory storage devices
standardized format; 
e. automatically generating a message containing the updated information about the patient’s 
condition by the content server whenever updated information has been stored; and 
f. transmitting the message to all of the users over the computer network in real time, so that 
each user has immediate access to up-to-date patient information. 

Continued: Method for Transmission of Notifications When Medical Records Are Updated 



Continued: Method for Transmission of Notifications When Medical Records Are Updated 



Practical Guidance in the U.S.
• Non-conventional arrangement of generic, conventional 

pieces is patent eligible
• Use of a mathematical formula in a claimed method or 

system doe NOT make the claim abstract in and of itself
o Claim must include other non-generic elements
• Consider elements individually and as a whole when 

arguing non-conventionality
• Argue improvement over prior art technology or practical 

functionality of a generic computer



Patent Drafting Tips

• Take control of the narrative to Prebut 101 (i.e., 
make it difficult for the examiner to even reject 
on 101 grounds)
o What was conventional? Discuss in Background
o How does claimed invention improve the conventional? Explain in 

Description

• Describe in sufficient detail (avoid being too high 
level)
• Claim that “something more” that moves the 

invention from possibly abstract to practical



Thank you!!
Dankeschön!!


